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Sins of the Son

2000-06-15

an acclaimed true crime author takes on his toughest project of all writing
about a murderer who happens to be his son when a hideous murder makes the
headlines a barrage of questions usually appears in its wake why did this
happen could it have been prevented what kind of family was the criminal from
are his parents in some way to blame any crime writer worth his salt would
attempt to answer these questions but how do you address such questions when
the killer is your own son as a single father raising two sons carlton stowers
did his best to instill in his boys a healthy sense of right and wrong but with
anson his oldest it would prove to be an ongoing uphill battle at a young age
anson began to angrily shun authority and soon became involved with a number of
illicit activities including drugs forgery and theft after each jail stay anson
would vow to get clean and start anew it became a revolving door for both
father and son until anson twenty five years old and strung out on amphetamines
brutally murdered his young ex wife in a brave honest and moving work
bestselling true crime writer carlton stowers examines the downfall of his
eldest son once a happy child full of promise now a convicted murderer serving
a sixty year sentence with a reporter s shrewdness and a father s heart stowers
presents a true story of two lives irrevocably lost and of one man struggling
to both understand and move beyond the sins of the son

The Dallas Cowboys

2012-10-09

the definitive must have account of the all time players coaches locker rooms
and boardrooms that made the dallas cowboys america s team since 1960 the
cowboys have never been just about football from their ego driven owner and
high profile players to their state of the art stadium and iconic cheerleaders
the cowboys have become a staple of both football and american culture since
the beginning for over 50 years wherever the cowboys play there are people in
the stands in all their glory thousands of jerseys hats and pennants all
declaring the love and loyalty to one of the most influential teams in nfl
history now with thrilling insider looks and sweeping reveals of the ever
lasting time place and culture of the team joe nick patoski takes readers both
fans and rivals alike deep into the captivating world of the cowboys

Staubach

2010

illuminates the life and career of roger staubach and features interviews with
his former coaches those he played with and and against friends family and
staubach himself inside cover

Where Dreams Die Hard

2009-04-30

down farm road 308 an hour s drive south of dallas amidst sprawling fields of
cotton lies a small community penelope texas population 211 here where the only
thriving businesses are the granary and the post office unless you count the
soft drink machine in front of the fire station two time edgar award winning
writer carlton stowers discovered a special town that came together not only to
support their six man highschool football team the penelope wolverines through
thick and a lot of thin but also and more importantly each other where dreams
die hard is a warm and revealing portrait of the american heartland and of one
small town s love affair with the team that unites it through his unforgettable
depiction of innocence goodness loyalty and friendship carlton stowers gives us
a moving portrait of a community that in the words of one of the penelope
faithful is like stepping into a norman rockwell painting billie letts author
of where the heart is high school football in texas is both sport and religion
and stowers brilliantly brings this to light in where dreams die hard jim dent
author of the junction boys



Scream at the Sky

2004-08-16

carlton stowers the two time edgar award winner and new york times bestselling
master of true crime is back scream at the sky is his masterful chronicle of
one man s murderous career and another man s sworn promise to deliver justice
and closure to the people of texas wichita falls texas was home to a hundred
thousand people in the last months of 1984 that winter was harsh as the
normally arid texas plains gave way to ominous dark clouds that delivered
freezing sleet and rain but a much darker force was looming and soon the quiet
town was besieged by a faceless evil and its young women were dying because of
it in the next seventeen months five women were found brutally beaten and
murdered their young lives cut short and their bodies left haphazardly where
they fell in the years that followed grieving families fruitlessly sought
answers a haunted district attorney chased every lead only to meet one dead end
after another and the killer s identity remained unknown to the ravaged
townspeople then fourteen years after the killing started an investigator who
had been assigned the cold case brought to it a renewed dedication and came
upon a chance discovery searching through the yellowed case files he caught a
minor detail that suggested one more suspect faryion wardrip was an unhappily
married family man who drowned his anger in substance abuse and violent
fantasies but for five unfortunate families the drugs sometimes took over and
the fantasies became realities investigator john little followed his instincts
and tirelessly ruled out every possibility until he was left with but one
conclusion faryion wardrip was the serial killer who had eluded his office for
so long how he tracked down wardrip and used the legal system to beat the
killer at his own game of deception is a remarkable story of justice served

Within These Walls

2017-02-27

former texas prison chaplain rev carroll pickett working with two time edgar
award winner and new york times bestselling author carlton stowers provides
this eloquent unflinching look at capital punishment within these walls is the
powerful memoir of rev carroll pickett who spent fifteen years as the death
house chaplain at the walls the huntsville unit of the texas prison system in
that capacity reverend pickett ministered to ninety five men before they were
put to death by lethal injection they came with sinister nicknames like the
candy man and the good samaritan killer some contrite some angry a few who
might even have been innocent all of them found in reverend pickett their last
chance for an unbiased confessor who would look at them only as fellow humans
not simply as the convicted criminals the rest of society had already dismissed
them as this firsthand experience gave reverend pickett the unique insight
needed to write an impassioned statement on the realities of capital punishment
in america the result is a thought provoking and compelling book that takes the
reader inside the criminal mind inside the execution chamber and inside the
heart of a remarkable man who shares his thoughts and observations not only
about capital punishment but about the dark world of prison society

Ralph Compton Seven Roads to Revenge

2021-07-27

in this compelling new installment of bestselling author ralph compton s
sundown riders series a man seeks revenge for the death of his wife and sons
while caring for his traumatized daughter carl novak returned to the texas hill
country after fighting in the civil war but unlike most of his neighbors carl
didn t fight for the confederacy he was a union soldier carl tries to resume
his life as a farmer with his wife and three children one day when returning
from an overnight trip to buy a calf he finds his home burned to the ground and
even worse his wife and sons murdered his young daughter escaped the slaughter
by hiding in the fields she is so traumatized that she refuses to speak carl
has one clue a group of strangers has just left town one man had a tattoo of a
scorpion on his hand and one man was missing two fingers carl is determined to
track them and exact his revenge



Ralph Compton Dalton's Justice

2021-02-23

in this compelling new installment of bestselling author ralph compton s
gunfighter series marshal ben dalton travels to fort worth to prove an old
friend innocent of murder it s been ten years since the worst day of ben dalton
s life after four grinding years of war the confederate veteran returned to his
hometown of aberdeen texas to find that mandy the girl he loved had run off
with his best friend john rawlings dalton recovered from the loss and spent the
next decade settling down to life as the town s marshal that quiet life is
shattered with the arrival of one stunning telegram mandy begs her old friend
to come to fort worth where her lawyer husband has been arrested for murder
without a second s hesitation dalton heads to the big city where he will
discover that the forces who want rawlings convicted won t hesitate to commit a
second murder to silence a visiting lawman

Ralph Compton Reunion in Hell

2020-04-07

a farmer is pulled into the world of outlaws when his estranged brother turns
up dead in this new ralph compton western brothers clay and cal breckenridge
sons of a hardscrabble east texas farmer never did see eye to eye clay the
eldest returned home after the civil war to help his father run the family farm
cal deserted his military post and disappeared into a new life with a new name
everyone knew who was the good son and who was the bad clay had almost
forgotten his wayward brother until the morning a limping horse approaches the
farm with young cal breckenridge s body slumped in the saddle shot in the back
vowing to avenge cal s death clay sets off on a perilous journey across the
west to find the man responsible and bring him to justice and take down an
outlaw enterprise in the process

Open Secrets

2002-03-15

on a fall afternoon in 1983 in an upscale dallas suburb rozanne gailiunas was
found stripped bound to her bed and shot through the skull her four year old
son has been napping peacefully in the next room when she was killed rozanne s
husband dr peter gailiunas and her lover larry aylor immediately fell under
suspicion until a surprise informant identified the mastermind behind the
murder as aylor s own wife joy a woman so driven by jealousy and greed that she
put out a contract on both rozanne and later her own husband on the run and
managing to elude investigators for eight years the two year search for the
socialite would eventually end in the south of france there authorities found
the elusive femme fatale living as comfortably among the world s elite as she
was among hired killers at last the authorities questions would be answered to
reveal a shocking insight into the heart of an unlikely killer and a small town
texas crime that made international headlines

Careless Whispers

2001-01-15

when the bodies of three teenagers were found on the shores of lake waco texas
in july 1982 even seasoned lawmen were taken aback by the savage mutilation and
degradation they had been subjected to yet only 52 days after the gruesome
triple murder was discovered frustrated authorities suspended the case
indefinitely patrol sergeant truman simons who had been called to the scene
that night saw the carnage first hand and vowed to find the ferocious killer or
killers he soon became a man with a mission risking his career and his family s
safety in search of evidence plunging himself into a netherworld of violence
and evil simons finally got close enough to a murderous ringleader to hear his
careless whispers and ultimately put him and his three accomplices behind bars
for the brutal slayings now in his edgar award winning account of the lake waco
killings acclaimed true crime writer carlton stowers lays bare the facts behind
the tragic crimes the twisted predators and the heroic man who broke the
investigation with important updated information based on new developments in
the case



Where Dreams Die Hard

2009-04-30

down farm road 308 an hour s drive south of dallas amidst sprawling fields of
cotton lies a small community penelope texas population 211 here where the only
thriving businesses are the granary and the post office unless you count the
soft drink machine in front of the fire station two time edgar award winning
writer carlton stowers discovered a special town that came together not only to
support their six man highschool football team the penelope wolverines through
thick and a lot of thin but also and more importantly each other where dreams
die hard is a warm and revealing portrait of the american heartland and of one
small town s love affair with the team that unites it through his unforgettable
depiction of innocence goodness loyalty and friendship carlton stowers gives us
a moving portrait of a community that in the words of one of the penelope
faithful is like stepping into a norman rockwell painting billie letts author
of where the heart is high school football in texas is both sport and religion
and stowers brilliantly brings this to light in where dreams die hard jim dent
author of the junction boys

Open Secrets

2002-03-15

the true story of joy aylor an elusive femme fatale who in 1983 contracted
killers to murder her husband s mistress and later her own husband reissue

Death in a Texas Desert

2003-01-30

death in a texas desert is a fast paced collection of 17 compelling true crime
stories from the pages of the award winning the dallas observer from the
phantom killer that haunted texarkana in teh mid 1940s to the day of terror in
1991 when a crazed man began spraying bullets into luby s cafeteria in killeen
author carlton stowers recoutns the infamy and infamous from the crime files of
texas

Marcus

2015-01-13

in his eloquent words hear mega football superstar marcus allen heisman trophy
winner super bowl mvp and record breaking running back tell his inspiring and
unforgettable story in marcus learn about his triumphant rise to athletic
stardom to his rocky 11 year relationship with los angeles raiders coach al
davis to his controversial friendship with o j simpson and all the high and low
points in between marcus on al davis i could neither understand nor determine
why al davis had declared war against me but for all the motives suggested none
involved the possibility that the issue might be racial al davis was many
things that i didn t admire but he was no bigot marcus on o j simpson i am and
forever will be forever be tortured by the loss of two people who were my
friends one murdered one now forced to live a lifetime being blamed for tragedy
marcus on football it teaches hard lessons about success and failure joy and
disappointment and when played well it has a poetry all its own

FBI Undercover

2017-05-01

he was a flashy high rolling con man a militant street hustler a front man for
the mob on tv and in the movies fbi undercover agents are a dime a dozen but in
reality only an elite handful have the unique combination of wit instinct and
daring to work these highly dangerous scams for 10 years larry wansley was one
of them a former detective bureau commander with the compton california police
department wansley graduated from the fbi academy in 1973 after nabbing a texas
bank robber he went underground in los angeles as part of the bureau s massive
search for patty hearst then came the big sting operation tarpit with another
agent to play his high living partner in crime and the unwitting help of two
talkative hookers wansley called mandrake by his fellow agents set up a two



year l a based operation that netted 300 phony stock and bond dealers truck
hijackers kidnappers gun runners and killers and recovered 42 million in stolen
property from there wansley moved coast to coast working his scams on redneck
southern crime bosses kiddie porn producers new york mafia wiseguys and more
and living each day with the heart stopping knowledge that one wrong move meant
death

To The Last Breath

1999-04-15

on january 22 1994 two year old renee goode played happily with her sisters and
cousin as the four of them enjoyed an impromptu slumber party at the home of
her father shane goode the next day she was dead the local medical examiner
could not determine the cause of little renee s death but her mother annette
and grandmother sharon were convinced she d been murdered and that they knew
the identity of renee s killer her handsome father shane goode a manipulative
emotionally abusive man who displayed virtually no interest in renee until he
took out a 50 000 insurance policy on her life with the help of a courageous
female police investigator and assistant da sharon launched a case against
shane and had renee s tiny coffin lovingly filled with her favorite stuffed
animals exhumed from its final resting place and her small corpse revealed what
her grandmother had suspected all along cold calculating shane goode had
murdered his own daughter to cash in on her death to the last breath is the
winner of the 1999 edgar award for best fact crime

Girl in the Grave

2017-02-23

engrossed by the short lives of innocent victims stowers uses the girl in the
grave and other true crime stories to tell the tales of devastated parents
dealing with evil forces and unanswered questions that invaded their once
normal lives and the effect on the law enforcement officers duty bound to
involve themselves in such evil and troubling situations investigating and
seeking resolve and justice

Convict Cowboys

2016-08-15

convict cowboys is the first book on the nation s first prison rodeo which ran
from 1931 to 1986 at its apogee the texas prison rodeo drew 30 000 spectators
on october sundays mitchel p roth portrays the texas prison rodeo against a
backdrop of texas history covering the history of rodeo the prison system and
convict leasing as well as important figures in texas penology including
marshall lee simmons o b ellis and george j beto and the changing prison
demimonde over the years the rodeo arena not only boasted death defying
entertainment that would make professional cowboys think twice but featured a
virtual who s who of american popular culture readers will be treated to
stories about numerous american and texas folk heroes including western film
stars ranging from tom mix to john wayne and music legends such as johnny cash
and willie nelson through extensive archival research roth introduces readers
to the convict cowboys in both the rodeo arena and behind prison walls giving
voice to a legion of previously forgotten inmate cowboys who risked life and
limb for a few dollars and the applause of free world crowds

Books and Beyond [4 volumes]

2008-10-30

there s a strong interest in reading for pleasure or self improvement in
america as shown by the popularity of harry potter and book clubs including
oprah winfrey s although recent government reports show a decline in
recreational reading the same reports show a strong correlation between
interest in reading and academic acheivement this set provides a snapshot of
the current state of popular american literature including various types and
genres the volume presents alphabetically arranged entries on more than 70
diverse literary categories such as cyberpunk fantasy literature flash fiction
glbtq literature graphic novels manga and anime and zines each entry is written
by an expert contributor and provides a definition of the genre an overview of



its history a look at trends and themes a discussion of how the literary form
engages contemporary issues a review of the genre s reception a discussion of
authors and works and suggestions for further reading sidebars provide
fascinating details and the set closes with a selected general bibliography
reading in america for pleasure and knowledge continues to be popular even
while other media compete for attention while students continue to read many of
the standard classics new genres have emerged these have captured the attention
of general readers and are also playing a critical role in the language arts
classroom this book maps the state of popular literature and reading in america
today including the growth of new genres such as cyberpunk zines flash fiction
glbtq literature and other topics each entry is written by an expert
contributor and provides a definition of the genre an overview of its history a
look at trends and themes a discussion of how the literary form engages
contemporary issues a review of the genre s critical reception a discussion of
authors and works and suggestions for further reading sidebars provide
fascinating details and the set closes with a selected general bibliography
students will find this book a valuable guide to what they re reading today and
will appreciate its illumination of popular culture and contemporary social
issues

Organized Crime in Our Times

2010-04-07

this book provides a synthesis of significant developments in the nature
history theories understanding and prevention of organized crime together with
the criminal justice response it reports on important convictions of organized
crime figures new transnational links new attention to human smuggling internet
crimes and other modern manifestations of organized criminal activity this
edition includes new tables and figures including organized crime at the movies
boxes that tie to relevant content in the text and a glossary

Kansas City Chiefs Encyclopedia

2013-08-01

texas oil millionaire lamar hunt s pursuit of a professional football franchise
led to the formation of a new league and ultimately a revolutionary change in
the pro game itself hunt s new team the dallas texans began play in the
american football league in 1960 and following the 1962 season moved to kansas
city they were renamed the chiefs and one of football s great success stories
was established this chronicle of the history of the kansas city chiefs
franchise covers everything its beginning in dallas with head coach hank stram
the great 1962 afl championship game the move to kansas city the afl s merger
with the nfl the team s disappointing loss to the green bay packers in super
bowl i the magnificent victory over the minnesota vikings in super bowl iv the
down and out years and the return to the playoffs under dick vermeil all
historical moments players games and coaches are included this newly revised
encyclopedia offers statistics and biographies for each and every player that
has been part of the kansas city chiefs included within is a foreword by former
player otis taylor the kansas city chiefs encyclopedia includes hundreds of
photos of players game action stadiums and more the complete reference book on
the chiefs the encyclopedia is a book that all true kansas city fans must have

The Cowboy in Country Music

2011-07-29

this series of biographical profiles shines a spotlight on that special place
where the west meets the guitar from gene autry and roy rogers to contemporary
artists like michael murphy red steagall don edwards and riders in the sky many
entertainers have performed music of the west a genre separate from mainstream
country music and yet an important part of the country music heritage once
called country and western it is now described as country or western though
much has been written about country very little has been written about western
until now featured are a number of photos of the top stars in western music
past and present also included is an extensive bibliography of works related to
the western music field



Trigger

2019-03-12

roy rogers golden palomino trigger was the perhaps the most famous horse in
film more popular than the man himself among certain fans in its expanded
second edition this detailed look at the animals and men who created the legend
of the smartest horse in the movies examines the life story of the original
trigger and his doubles particularly little trigger the extraordinary trick
horse movies in which trigger appeared without rogers are discussed more than
200 photographs 90 new to this edition and 30 000 words of additional material
are included covering unresolved aspects of trigger s story controversies
surrounding the sale of the roy roger s museum collection and the fate of his
legacy

Prison Life

2023-02-14

how prisons around the world shape the social lives of their inhabitants prison
life offers a fresh appreciation of how people in prison organize their lives
drawing on case studies from africa europe and the us the book describes how
order is maintained how power is exercised how days are spent and how meaning
is found in a variety of environments that all have the same function
incarceration but discharge it very differently it is based on an unusually
diverse range of sources including photographs drawings court cases official
reports memoirs and site visits ian o donnell contrasts the soul destroying
isolation of the federal supermax in florence colorado with the crowded
conviviality of an ethiopian prison where men and women cook their own meals
seek opportunities to generate an income elect a leadership team and live
according to a code of conduct that they devised and enforce he explores life
on wings controlled by the irish republican army in northern ireland s h blocks
where men who saw the actions that led to their incarceration as politically
motivated moved as one in perpetual defiance of the authorities he shows how
prisoners in texas took to the courts to overthrow a regime that allowed their
routine subjugation by violent men known as building tenders who had been
selected by staff to supervise and discipline their peers in each case study o
donnell presents the life story of a man who was molded by and in return molded
the institution that held him this ensures that his reflections on law and
policy as well as on theory and practice never lose sight of the human angle
imprisonment is about pain after all and pain is personal

The Cultural Lives of Capital Punishment

2005-05-27

how does the way we think and feel about the world around us affect the
existence and administration of the death penalty what role does capital
punishment play in defining our political and cultural identity in this volume
the authors argue that in order to understand the death penalty we need to know
more about the cultural lives past and present of the state s ultimate sanction

The A to Z of Westerns in Cinema

2009-09-28

when the earliest filmgoers watched the great train robbery in 1903 many of
them shrieked in terror at the very last clip when one of the outlaws turns
directly toward the camera and fires a gun seemingly directly at the audience
the puff of smoke was sudden and it was hand colored so that it looked real
today we can look back at that primitive movie and see all the elements of what
would evolve into the western genre perhaps it is the western s early origins
the great train robbery was the first narrative commercial movie or its
formulaic yet entertaining structure that has made the western so popular
whatever the case may be with the recent success of films like 3 10 to yuma and
the assassination of jesse james by the coward robert ford the western appears
to be in no danger of disappearing the story of the western is told in the a to
z of westerns in cinema through a chronology a bibliography and an introductory
essay however it is the hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries on
cinematographers composers producers films like butch cassidy and the sundance
kid dances with wolves the good the bad and the ugly high noon the magnificent



seven the searchers tombstone and unforgiven such actors as gene autry kirk
douglas clint eastwood henry fonda james stewart and john wayne and directors
like john ford and sergio leone that will have you reaching for this book again
and again

Between the Covers, A Revue of Books Related to Will
Rogers

2017-02-22

between the covers a revue of books related to will rogers is a bibliography of
more than one thousand rogers related books including a summary and or
description of each book this compilation covers works by rogers anthologies of
articles about him books concerning other individuals but which mention him
reference works and even books on cooking and art users of this comprehensive
work can turn to sections focused on the several identifications of the man
native american radio commentator film actor writer aviation enthusiast public
speaker stage performer humorist and philosopher

Popular Music

2016-04-14

this is a comprehensive guide to popular music literature first published in
1986 its main focus is on american and british works but it includes
significant works from other countries making it truly international in scope

Hollywood's West

2005-11-11

american historians such as frederick jackson turner have argued that the west
has been the region that most clearly defines american democracy and the
national ethos throughout the twentieth century the frontier thesis influenced
film and television producers who used the west as a backdrop for an array of
dramatic explorations of america s history and the evolution of its culture and
values the common themes found in westerns distinguish the genre as a
quintessentially american form of dramatic art in hollywood s west peter c
rollins john e o connor and the nation s leading film scholars analyze popular
conceptions of the frontier as a fundamental element of american history and
culture this volume examines classic western films and programs that span
nearly a century from cimarron 1931 to turner network television s recent made
for tv movies many of the films discussed here are considered among the
greatest cinematic landmarks of all time the essays highlight the ways in which
westerns have both shaped and reflected the dominant social and political
concerns of their respective eras while cimarron challenged audiences with an
innovative complex narrative other westerns of the early sound era such as the
great meadow 1931 frequently presented nostalgic visions of a simpler frontier
era as a temporary diversion from the hardships of the great depression
westerns of the 1950s reveal the profound uncertainty cast by the cold war
whereas later westerns display heightened violence and cynicism products of a
society marred by wars assassinations riots and political scandals the volume
concludes with a comprehensive filmography and an informative bibliography of
scholarly writings on the western genre this collection will prove useful to
film scholars historians and both devoted and casual fans of the western genre
hollywood s west makes a significant contribution to the understanding of both
the historic american frontier and its innumerable popular representations

Schools for Misrule

2011-03-01

from barack obama harvard and chicago to bill and hillary clinton yale many of
our current national leaders emerged from the rarefied air of the nation s top
law schools the ideas taught there in one generation often shape national
policy in the next the trouble is walter olson reveals in schools for misrule
our elite law schools keep churning out ideas that are catastrophically bad for
america from class action lawsuits that promote the right to sue anyone over
anything to court orders mandating the mass release of prison inmates from the
movement for slavery reparations to court takeovers of school funding all of



these appalling ideas were hatched in legal academia and the worst is yet to
come a fast rising movement in law schools demands that sovereignty over u s
legal disputes be handed over to international law and transnational courts it
is not by coincidence olson argues that these bad ideas all tend to confer more
power on the law schools own graduates in the overlawyered society that results
they are the ones who become the real rulers

Exile and Embrace

2013-07-09

examining the religious debates and dimensions of the death penalty in america

Proud to Be an Okie

2007-04-03

proud to be an okie brings to life the influential country music scene that
flourished in and around los angeles from the dust bowl migration of the 1930s
to the early 1970s the first work to fully illuminate the political and
cultural aspects of this intriguing story the book takes us from woody guthrie
s radical hillbilly show on depression era radio to merle haggard s okie from
muskogee in the late 1960s it explores how these migrant musicians and their
audiences came to gain a sense of identity through music and mass media to
embrace the new deal and to celebrate african american and mexican american
musical influences before turning toward a more conservative outlook what
emerges is a clear picture of how important southern california was to country
music and how country music helped shape the politics and culture of southern
california and of the nation

Westerns and American Culture, 1930-1955

2001-07-11

many people have fond memories of friday nights and saturday afternoons spent
in theatres watching cowboy stars of the 1930s 1940s and 1950s chase villains
across the silver screen or help a heroine out of harm s way over 2 600
westerns were produced between 1930 and 1955 and they became a defining part of
american culture this work focuses on the idea that westerns were one of the
vehicles by which viewers learned the values and norms of a wide range of
social relationships and behavior and thus examines the ways in which western
movies reflected american life and culture during this quarter century chapters
discuss such topics as the ways that westerns included current events in film
plot and dialogue reinforced the role of christianity in american culture
reflected the emergence of a strong central government and mirrored attitudes
toward private enterprise also covered is how westerns represented racial
minorities women and indians

The Wrong Carlos

2014-07-08

in 1989 texas executed carlos deluna a poor hispanic man with childlike
intelligence for the murder of wanda lopez a convenience store clerk his
execution passed unnoticed for years until a team of columbia law school
faculty and students almost accidentally chose to investigate his case and
found that deluna almost certainly was innocent they discovered that no one had
cared enough about either the defendant or the victim to make sure the real
perpetrator was found everything that could go wrong in a criminal case did
this book documents delunaÕs conviction which was based on a single nighttime
cross ethnic eyewitness identification with no corroborating forensic evidence
at his trial delunaÕs defense that another man named carlos had committed the
crime was not taken seriously the lead prosecutor told the jury that the other
carlos carlos hernandez was a ÒphantomÓ of delunaÕs imagination in upholding
the death penalty on appeal both the state and federal courts concluded the
same thing carlos hernandez did not exist the evidence the columbia team
uncovered reveals that hernandez not only existed but was well known to the
police and prosecutors he had a long history of violent crimes similar to the
one for which deluna was executed families of both carloses mistook photos of
each for the other and hernandezÕs violence continued after deluna was put to
death this book and its website thewrongcarlos net reproduce law enforcement



crime lab lawyer court social service media and witness records as well as
court transcripts photographs radio traffic and audio and videotaped interviews
documenting one of the most comprehensive investigations into a criminal case
in u s history the result is eye opening yet may not be unusual faulty
eyewitness testimony shoddy legal representation and prosecutorial misfeasance
continue to put innocent people at risk of execution the principal
investigators conclude with novel suggestions for improving accuracy among the
police prosecutors forensic scientists and judges

Tall Walls and High Fences

2020-10-15

texas has one of the world s largest prison systems in operation for more than
170 years and currently employing more than 28 000 people hundreds of thousands
of people have been involved in the prison business in texas inmates
correctional officers public officials private industry representatives and
volunteers have all entered the secure facilities and experienced a different
world previous books on texas prisons have focused either on records and data
of the prisons personal memoirs by both inmates and correctional officers or
accounts of prison breaks tall walls and high fences is the first comprehensive
history of texas prisons written by a former law enforcement officer and an
officer of the texas prisons bob alexander and richard k alford chronicle the
significant events and transformation of the texas prison system from its
earliest times to the present day paying special attention to the human side of
the story incarceration policy evolved from isolation to hard labor to rodeo
and educational opportunities with reform measures becoming an ever evolving
quest the complex job of the correctional officer has evolved as well they must
ensure custody and control over the inmate population at all times in order to
provide a proper environment conducive to safety and positive change alexander
and alford focus especially on the men and women who work with diligence and
dedication at their jobs inside the walls risking their lives and in too many
instances giving their lives in a peculiar line of duty most would find
unpalatable within these pages are stories of prison breaks bloodhounds chasing
escapees and gunfights inside the walls are deadly confrontations human
trafficking rape clandestine consensual trysts and tricks turned against
correctional officers famous people and episodes in texas prison history
receive their due from texas rangers apprehending and placing outlaws in prison
to the famed gunfighter john wesley hardin s time in and out of prison tall
walls and high fences covers numerous convict escape attempts and successes
including the 1974 prison siege at huntsville and the 2007 prisoner gunfight
and escape at the wynne unit throughout this long history alexander and alford
pay special tribute to the more than 75 correctional officers lawmen and
civilians who lost their lives in the line of duty

Queen of the West

2022-04-15

this is the first full length biography of this mid twentieth century multi
faceted star one that also charts the broad sweep of changes in women s lives
during the twentieth century and to have popular music movies and television
shows as its backdrops the glitter of country music the glamour of hollywood
and the grit of the early television industry are all covered it is the first
book to draw from never before seen sources especially business records and fan
mail at the newly opened roy rogers dale evans collections at the autry museum
of the american west one of the central tensions of dale s life revolved around
chasing the elusive work family balance making her story instantly relateable
to women today in addition to fame dale longed for a happy stable family life
her roles as wife and mother became the foundation for her public persona the
smart smiling cheerful cowgirl unusual for its time were dale evans s attempts
to control the trajectory of her career at a time when men dominated decision
making in the entertainment fields

Historical Dictionary of Football

2013-06-13

gridiron football or american football or just plain football is the most
popular sport in the united states in the 21st century although attempts have
been made to develop the sport outside north america it is still predominantly



a north american sport with similar games but significant rules differences
played in the united states and canada the historical dictionary of football
covers the history of american football through a chronology an introductory
essay appendixes and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over
600 cross referenced entries on both amateur collegiate and professional
players coaches teams and executives from all eras this book is an excellent
access point for students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about the
sport of football

The Sports Hall of Fame Encyclopedia

2011-12-23

in 1936 the baseball hall of fame was established to honor the legends of the
sport the first inductees were some of the greatest names of the dugout
including ty cobb and babe ruth less than ten years later in 1945 the hockey
hall of fame inducted its first members the soccer hall of fame was established
in 1950 followed by the basketball hall of fame in 1959 and the football hall
of fame in 1963 in all more than 1 400 inductees players teams and behind the
scenes personnel have been enshrined in these five halls of fame the sports
hall of fame encyclopedia is a comprehensive listing of each inductee elected
into one or more of these major sports halls of fame from hank aaron to fred
zollner this book contains biographical information sport and position s played
and career statistics when applicable of each of the more than 1 400 honorees
the book also includes specific appendixes for each shrine in which inductees
are listed alphabetically and by year of induction also included are appendixes
briefly describing the history of each hall of fame

The Sports Hall of Fame Encyclopedia

2012

provides a comprehensive listing including biographical information and
statistics of each athlete inducted into one of the major sports halls of fame
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